
Moog Authentic Repair Services
RKP Pumps 



Moog Parts.  Moog Specs.  Moog Specialists.

Moog Authentic
Repairs.
We know that our products are critical

to your operations. Our RKP Pump is

not just a part, it acts like the circulatory

system for your machine. As the new

owner of the RKP Pump product line,

Moog brings a commitment to quality

and timeliness of repairs. Moog is an

experienced manufacturer and designer

of products for the most precise

industrial applications including RKP

Pumps, hydraulic valves, servomotors

and drive electronics, integrated

hydraulic manifold systems and more. 

The robust design and contamination-

resistance of Moog’s RKP Pump

products mean that they are known for

exceptionally long service life. When

you need a repair, you can trust us to

renew your original performance, while

minimizing downtime. Moog’s Repair

Seal is your guarantee of a Moog

Authentic Repair. Moog Parts. Moog

Specs. Moog Specialists. No other repair

service provider can offer you this

confidence.

Moog Parts.

Moog produces a wide range of RKP

Pumps in different sizes, and single

and tandem configurations with a

selection of compensators and

mounting flanges. RKP pump

components have critical dimensions

and material requirements that

ensure long service life and high

volumetric efficiencies.

We evaluate the condition of your

pump to determine what is needed to

bring your product to “as new”

performance. From bearings to

slipper pads to compensators, you can

be confident that when parts are

needed, they will be original

equipment parts from the

manufacturer who knows how to

build the product.

Moog Specs.

Sophisticated IT systems provide

global access to drawings,

performance parameters and

specifications for all of our different

models no matter when or where the

original part was manufactured. All

RKP pumps are repaired and tested to

the latest specifications, including

product enhancements made over

time. Only Moog’s repair facilities for

RKP pumps have the current

specifications needed to ensure

accurate performance and reliability

for continued long service life. 



We’re ready when you are.

Ask for Moog.
Contact Moog or your nearest

authorized distributor and insist on

Moog Authentic Repairs. 

For more information, visit our website

at www.moog.com or call 800-624-8585

or 716-687-4949.

Minimize Downtime.
Maximize Savings.
Moog knows that repairs can mean

expensive downtime for your company.

You can rely on Moog’s RKP Pumps to

run like new when you reinstall them on

your machine. We back this promise with

a full 2-year warranty. Unreliable repairs

and re-installation can mean more

downtime and costs you cannot afford

on your critical operations. Why settle

for “good enough” repairs when you

can have the best? Rely on Moog

Authentic Repairs.

Moog Specialists.

As experienced designers and

manufacturers of RKP Pumps, Moog’s

professionals understand the

products and applications of our

customers. We extensively train our

repair technicians on RKP pump

technology and provide detailed

repair procedures to ensure

consistency and quality. All repaired

pumps are thoroughly tested to

ensure they perform like new.

Application and design engineers

provide technical support for our

repair activities to insure that the

installation, operation, and

maintenance of repaired products are

smooth for users. Field service from

experienced technicians is also

available for customers that need

convenient, on-site assistance. Our

distribution network acts as your

resource for technical assistance,

training, and order processing for all

repairs.
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Moog Inc., East Aurora, NY 14052-0018 
Telephone: 716/655-3000
Fax: 716/655-1803 
Toll Free: 1-800-272-MOOG
www.moog.com
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